U.S.S. Seleya – Stardate 9808.23

Host Cheryl says:
The U.S.S. Seleya was dispatched to investigate a spatial distortion in the El'Drin system; the last ship sent to investigate, the USS Shawnee, has not been heard from in some time.  The Seleya was drawn into the distortion, and after a rough ride, finds herself "somewhere else". There are all kinds of other vessels in the vicinity.........

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Pang says:
::still extending scans as far as systems allow .... puzzled by the other ships ....links in to the TAC scanning area and starts again::

FCEdwards says:
::trying to match the star-charts::

CMO-Starr says:
::waiting for information from the bridge as to what is happening outside the Seleya::

Cns_Megan says:
::on the bridge in the counselors seat::

XO_Sea says:
::on bridge::

Host Cheryl says:
<Peters>  *All stations*  I want a status report now.

CSO_Pang says:
CO: We seem to be with all sorts of other ships here .... trying to see if the Shawnee is amongst them

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* Sir ,the engines are offline

Host Cheryl says:
Pang:  Excellent.  And I want any information you can give me about the other vessels.

Cns_Megan says:
::gauging the mental health of the crew and finds it never lacking::

XO_Sea says:
*Engineering* I have faith in you to bring them up ASAP

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: We had some minor injuries Sir, but all have been sent back to their duty assignments.

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Sir, perhaps we can't get a match on the star-charts because the stars have changed...  as in a different time?  I'll have the computer do a quick search of possible matches with that new information...

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* I'll do all I can Sir

XO_Sea says:
Edwards: check stellar shift yes

CSO_Pang says:
FCO: I did a time match ... but it would have to be millions of years to match

CMO-Starr says:
::scurries around sickbay, replacing needed supplies::

CSO_Pang says:
CO:  There are lifesigns aboard those ships ... but the ships themselves are a mixture .... some primitive even ...

FCEdwards says:
::thinks Pang looks good in a blue uniform::

XO_Sea says:
COunselor: any impressions on the ships out there?

CSO_Pang says:
Megan: Can you read any of those aboard those ships?

Cns_Megan says:
XO: None, sir. I read nothing

Host Cheryl says:
<Peters>  ::raises eyebrows::  The ships are of differing technological levels, then, Kay Lee?

CEO_Valia says:
::working on the buffer relays::

CSO_Pang says:
CO: Yes Sir ... and from a variety of different races too ... Klingon, Vulcan, Ferengi, you name it - they are there

XO_Sea says:
::pensive::

Host Cheryl says:
<Peters>  *Eng*  Your top priority is to get the engines back online.

CMO-Starr says:
::wonders where Blace is, he is never late::

XO_Sea says:
Captain: I suggest remaining at red alert until we determine the situation

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  SUDDENLY THE AREA OF SPACE DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF SELEYA WAVERS, AND A VESSEL, VERY LARGE, VERY ADVANCED, APPEARS

CSO_Pang says:
CO: I suggest a hail ... there is a Vulcan ship with lifesigns within hailing distance

FCEdwards says:
::trying to match the star-charts again::

Cns_Megan says:
::slowly stands::

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: Have we heard from Blace? He left here to attend to some injuries and he hasn't called in.

CEO_Valia says:
::working in jeffries tube 25 on deck 6 ::

CSO_Pang says:
::looks at the latest arrival .... what the heck is that?::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  BEFORE SELEYA CAN REACT, THEY ARE SCANNED BY THE NEW VESSEL

XO_Sea says:
::narrows eyes::

FCEdwards says:
::sees the ship on sensors and puts in on the viewscreen::
Sea : Sir!

Host Cheryl says:
<Peters>  All:  Hold your stations, don't react..........

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Sir, we are being scanned..

CSO_Pang says:
CO: Sir ... not getting anything from our records on that new ship .... seems beyond our era

XO_Sea says:
Edwards: easy does it

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>:CMO: No, perhaps he is injured and cannot call in.

Cns_Megan says:
::slowly takes her seat again::

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* engines back on line SIR

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  THE SCANS CONTINUE, A BEAM PASSING OVER EACH MEMBER OF THE CREW

Cns_Megan says:
::watches as each person is scanned::

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* What the ...

CSO_Pang says:
::worries about not knowing where, when or with whom she is::

CMO-Starr says:
<Computer>: Locate Ensign Blace.

FCEdwards says:
::is suddenly blinded by the scanning beam::

Cns_Megan says:
::very still::

XO_Sea says:
SCI: do not return scans it could be interpreted as hostile

CSO_Pang says:
XO: I have taken no action John

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  THE BEAM RETURNS, AND SETTLES UPON ONE MEMBER OF THE BRIDGE CREW

CMO-Starr says:
::sees a beam in sickbay and watches as it scans her medical staff::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  CAPTAIN PETERS WAVERS, AND DISAPPEARS FROM THE BRIDGE

CEO_Valia says:
::lying on the floor still::

FCEdwards says:
::sees the Captain disappear::

CSO_Pang says:
::heart drops to boots as the CO disappears::

Cns_Megan says:
::stands again and looks at John::

CEO_Valia says:
::wakes up::

CSO_Pang says:
::works to try to get a fix on him::

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: open a channel to the ship

CMO-Starr says:
::the beam disappears as suddenly as it appeared:: *XO*: Sir, what was that?

CEO_Valia says:
*bridge* What’s going on up there?

CSO_Pang says:
XO: I am trying to track him .... channel open

FCEdwards says:
::sees the expression on Pang's face and turns to scan the vessel, passive only of course::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  THE ALIEN VESSEL WAVERS AGAIN, AND DISAPPEARS FROM VIEW

Cns_Megan says:
::feels useless::

CMO-Starr says:
::waiting for an answer from the bridge::

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Sir, it's disappeared....  we've lost it..

CSO_Pang says:
::loses the trace of the CO .... to be so near and to lose him now?::

XO_Sea says:
Com: New Vessel: Please return our Captain........

XO_Sea says:
hmm

CEO_Valia says:
::waiting for an answer from the bridge::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  There is no response

CSO_Pang says:
XO: John - I have lost track of the Captain ... and that ship too ...

CMO-Starr says:
~~~~Megan, what just happening? There was a beam of some kind that just came through sickbay~~~~

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: keep trying

XO_Sea says:
*Eng* Report Status

Cns_Megan says:
::takes the call from Sickbay:: *Troi* a ship has appeared out of no where and they apparently beamed the Captain off

CEO_Valia says:
*bridge* What’s going on up there?

CSO_Pang says:
::humphs to self ... must be XO nerves - as if she would not keep trying!::

XO_Sea says:
Edwards: any luck on our position yet?

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* Engines back on line sir

CSO_Pang says:
::feels a kick a bit below her belt .... breathes deeply ... and gets back to work::

XO_Sea says:
*Eng* Good work

CMO-Starr says:
*CEO*: Valia, my medical assistant is stuck in a TL between decks 7 and 8.  Can you send someone to release him please?

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: can you determine if the phenomenon is still open?

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Not yet Sir...  still trying to get a match...

CEO_Valia says:
*CMO* On my way

CSO_Pang says:
XO: John:: There are lifesigns aboard the other ships ... may I suggest you hail the Vulcan vessel closest to us?

CSO_Pang says:
XO: Perhaps they have lost people too?

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: please open a channel

CSO_Pang says:
XO: Open

CMO-Starr says:
*Megan*: thanks, let me know if I can be of any assistance Megan.

CMO-Starr says:
*CEO*: Thanks, Valia.

Cns_Megan says:
*Troi* Acknowledged, Megan out.

XO_Sea says:
Com: Vulcan Vessel: This is the U.S.S. Seleya can we assist you

CSO_Pang says:
::listens to the XO as she tries to get a fix on where that ship went to::

CEO_Valia says:
::finds the med and helps him out::

T`Selar says:
#COM *Seleya* we are busy conducting research into this space , may we assist you ?

CMO-Starr says:
::watches as her staff readies the sickbay for possible further injuries to the crew::

XO_Sea says:
Com: Vulcan Vessel: Do you know if the phenomenon is still open behind us?

CEO_Valia says:
*MED* Medical emergency in turbolift 5

Cns_Megan says:
::looks at the XO::

CSO_Pang says:
XO: John - one further piece of information .... most of the older ships do not seem to have a full complement of crew .... seems some of them have also 'disappeared'

CMO-Starr says:
::turns to go to her office, wondering why it is always the CO or XO that are taken::

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Sir, perhaps a shuttle should be sent out to investigate?

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: we appear to be in an alien lab perhaps

CMO-Starr says:
*CEO*: On my way, what is the nature of the emergency, Valia?

T`Selar says:
#COM *Seleya* It seems to open at odd intervals and then close again.. it is presently closed , we are trying to determine a mechanism for controlling it

CEO_Valia says:
*CMO*  There is blood coming out of the skull

CSO_Pang says:
XO: This area of wherever we are seems to be a sort of .... nexus .... rather like the Bermuda triangle .... legends abound about that place

XO_Sea says:
Com: Vulcan Vessel: please send us your data on the phenomenon

CMO-Starr says:
::grabs medkit as she goes out the door::

T`Selar says:
#COM *Seleya* Our files are quite extensive... it will require at least a 3 hour download

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: (w) please check their transmission for viruses and confirm they are Vulcan

CEO_Valia says:
::rips of her shirt and places it on the officers skull

CMO-Starr says:
::finds the TL and bends down to with the tricorder to scan the injuries::

XO_Sea says:
Edwards: no shuttles yet we need more information

CSO_Pang says:
XO: John - not so - we can speed up the transfer .... tell the Vulcan ship to accept program R3i - should sort out their speed

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Aye Sir, just a suggestion

T`Selar says:
#::Initiates Transfer ::

T`Selar says:
#COM *Seleya* Sending now

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: something is fishy about these "Vulcans"

CMO-Starr says:
Valia: Was this person able to speak when you found them?

CEO_Valia says:
CMO:I think I'll go get a shirt if  you don’t need me

CSO_Pang says:
::starts the upload from the Vulcan ship ... definitely behind the Seleya in systems::

CEO_Valia says:
CMO:no sir

CSO_Pang says:
XO: Fishy Sir? .... can you ask them if they have lost personnel please?

CMO-Starr says:
CEO: Thanks Valia, and yes you do need to reclothe ::grins at the CEO::

T`Selar says:
#::Speeds up transfer speed as he sees that more is tolerable to their systems ::

CEO_Valia says:
::walks away::

CSO_Pang says:
::terrified for Zefram - but, professional person that she is, does not show it::

Cns_Megan says:
::sends out a mental tendril towards the Vulcans.  The quickly shunt her efforts::

XO_Sea says:
Com: Vulcan Vessel: have you lost any personnel? and what do you know about this new Vessel?

CMO-Starr says:
::continues scanning her patient, discovers a severe concussion::

CEO_Valia says:
::gets to her room and puts on a new shirt

CMO-Starr says:
*Megan*: I need a site to site transport, directly to sickbay.

CEO_Valia says:
::walks back to engineering::

Cns_Megan says:
*Troi* Acknowledged Doctor

XO_Sea says:
FCO: 1/4 impulse give us a bit of distance from the phenomenon,

FCEdwards says:
::still trying to match the star-charts::

CEO_Valia says:
::gets to eng::

Cns_Megan says:
::Quickly gets up and coordinates with Edwards for the site to site::

CMO-Starr says:
::waiting for transport to sickbay::

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Aye Sir...  ::initiates impulse engines at 1/4th power::

CSO_Pang says:
XO: John ... the phenomenon has shifted ..... and is getting wavery again

T`Selar says:
#COM *Seleya* at almost each new arrival it seems to appear and disappear at will ... their shielding is such that we have been able to gather only limited data at each pass

Cns_Megan says:
Edwards: site to site from TL 3 to sickbay, medical emergency

CEO_Valia says:
::eng is in flames

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* sir we have a problem

XO_Sea says:
Com: Vulcan Vessel: what is the name of your vessel?

XO_Sea says:
*Eng* proceed?

CSO_Pang says:
::extends the scans - both SCI and TAC towards the other ships ... perhaps one of them could be of more help::

CEO_Valia says:
::runs to nearest counsel::

CMO-Starr says:
::wonders what is taking so long with the transporter::

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* Eng is in flames and the fire system has not got on line

T`Selar says:
#COM*Seleya * We are the V.S.I K'Mele

Cns_Megan  (Transporter.wav)

CMO-Starr says:
::feels the transporter lock on her and appears in sickbay::

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: confirm that the K'Mele is assigned to this region please

CMO-Starr says:
<SEK>: Critical head injury here. Prepare for surgery.

T`Selar says:
#COM *Seleya* We were launched stardate 2583

CEO_Valia says:
:: gets the fire extinguishers back on line::

CSO_Pang says:
XO: John - the K'mele was assigned to this area .... before I was born!

Cns_Megan says:
::raises an eyebrow::

XO_Sea says:
*Eng* activate fire suppression

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* Fire control back online sir

CSO_Pang says:
XO: If I knew where this area was!

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: yes, the El’Drin nebula, I meant

XO_Sea says:
*Eng* report status

CSO_Pang says:
XO: John - right ... before I was born

CMO-Starr says:
:<Sek>: I believe we almost have the bleeding under control.  The scans show 3 fractures to the skull.  Start an IV stat.  The tricorder says he has gone into a coma.

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* Severe damage to the warp core sir

XO_Sea says:
Counselor: anything you can sense from the other ships?

CSO_Pang says:
XO: And I am older than you!

CEO_Valia says:
::working like hell::

XO_Sea says:
*Computer* report status of warp care

Cns_Megan says:
John: I've tried several times, they keep rebuffing my efforts to gain information

FCEdwards says:
::has an idea and tries matching the current system with the El'Drin system.. but in different times::

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: CMO: As soon as he stabilizes we will begin the surgery.

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* working it out sir it ill be over in a min

Cns_Megan says:
John: their minds are much stronger than mine.

T`Selar says:
#COM *Seleya* One thing you will note is that no clock works here

XO_Sea says:
All: departments I'm open to suggestions

Cns_Megan says:
::checks her chronometer::

CEO_Valia says:
*XO*  problem over sir

XO_Sea says:
Com: T'Selar: time stands still here?

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: Scan to see if any of the fractures are pressing into the brain.

CSO_Pang says:
::hears the Vulcan -- now that, too, matches the Bermuda triangle ..... tries to remember what she knew so many years ago about that old area of the Caribbean Sea::

CEO_Valia says:
*MED* Medical help needed in main engineering

Cns_Megan says:
::nods confirmation to the XO:: John: the clocks don't work here either

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Perhaps if we re-enter the distortion....  it may return us to our present..  though just a theory

T`Selar says:
#COM *Seleya* We seem to exist in what one of my human compatriots calls " a State of temporal grace "

CSO_Pang says:
Computer: Please state current time

CMO-Starr says:
*CEO*: Sending a medical team ,Valia; I am preparing for surgery.

XO_Sea says:
COM: Vulcan Vessel: are we aging?

CSO_Pang says:
<Computer> Unable to comply

FCEdwards says:
Pang : Commander, I require your assistance in matching our system with that of the El'Drin system.

CEO_Valia says:
*MED* Understood

CSO_Pang says:
FCO:  Can we project our starcharts into the future? ... I think I need your assistance on this

CMO-Starr says:
::waiting for the brain scan to be completed::

CMO-Starr says:
*CEO*: Starr out.

T`Selar says:
#COM *Seleya* I doubt any age here...most lose their lives by running out of power or taking their lives

CEO_Valia says:
::working on the warp core

FCEdwards says:
Pang : That was my thinking as well  ::grins and stands up, walking to the rear science console::

CSO_Pang says:
::wonders how, if time is still, they are still functioning and not in stasis::

Cns_Megan says:
::gasps at the Vulcan’s words::

FCEdwards says:
::hears the Vulcan and tries not to think about it::

CMO-Starr says:
::the scan comes back clean, with no bones puncturing the brain::

CSO_Pang says:
::and how to account for the Captain's disappearance ... is he in stasis or living elsewhere:::

CEO_Valia says:
::checks on console what’s going on with the phenomenon::

Cns_Megan says:
::this reminds her of her clan and family, similar - but different::

XO_Sea says:
FCO: prepare a probe, next time the distortion appears and shield the probe

CSO_Pang says:
XO: John: The phenomenon seems not to be around - we can hope it will reappear

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: the Alien Ship is the key

CMO-Starr says:
<SEK>: He is stable enough now, let's begin repairing the fractures.

CEO_Valia says:
*XO*Sir the phenomenon looks like a "weird wormhole.

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Aye Sir..  ::tapping on the controls, a type 4 probe should do....  extra shielding as well..::

CSO_Pang says:
XO: I know .... it has to be ... but it is like nothing we have ever seen - could be from the future?

XO_Sea says:
All: lets assume the alien ship can artificial generate the phenomenon

Cns_Megan says:
::listens::

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Then we need to get on their good side..  Sir.

CMO-Starr says:
::watches as the laser separates the scalp::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The distortion reappears briefly, flickering, and then disappears again.

CEO_Valia says:
*XO* interesting hypothesis sir

CEO_Valia says:
::falls to the floor::

CSO_Pang says:
::finally gets a match on the starcharts .... 300 years ahead!:: XO:  We are in our own future I think ... starcharts suggest about 300 years

XO_Sea says:
All: I need suggestions based on this theory

T`Selar says:
#::Onguard for a reappearance of the other vessel ::

Cns_Megan says:
XO: another sighting, perhaps another taken

CMO-Starr says:
::the fracture appears to be more of a hole than a line::

CEO_Valia says:
*MED* Doctor I feel...

FCEdwards says:
::hears Cmdr. Pang and finishes up with the probe::

CEO_Valia says:
::falls unconscious::

CSO_Pang says:
XO: Which could account for the technology ....

CMO-Starr says:
::begins to gently remove skull fragments away from the brain::

XO_Sea says:
All: please join me in the Briefing Room, Mr. Edwards you have the bridge

FCEdwards says:
Sea : The probe is ready Sir..  I've programmed the computer to launch it as soon as the distortion re-appears

Cns_Megan says:
::hears a mental call for help:: *Troi* I think the Chief Engineer has fallen unconscious.

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Aye Sir.

CSO_Pang says:
::reluctantly leaves her console and follows the XO to the CO's ready room - remembering the last time she was here ... sadly::

CMO-Starr says:
*Megan*: There is a medical team there.  I am in a delicate operation right now.

XO_Sea says:
::stands and walks towards the RR::

Cns_Megan says:
*Troi* Roger, Troi

XO_Sea says:
::sits::

CMO-Starr says:
::takes the forceps and continues to remove small fragments of bone::

Cns_Megan says:
::stands and follows the XO::

Cns_Megan says:
::takes a seat::

CSO_Pang says:
::takes a seat - raising one eyebrow at the XO for permission first::

CEO_Valia says:
::is brought to sickbay and is beginning to wake up::

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: This area is clear, use the bone wax to hold the fracture site together.  I will move on to the next location.

XO_Sea says:
All: the first priority is to determine how the Alien vessel can generate the Phenomenon it must be some kind of propulsion

CSO_Pang says:
XO: We could, I think, do with an engineer?

FCEdwards says:
::keeping an eye on sensors....  waiting for anything to appear::

XO_Sea says:
All: please sit

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: yes, please work with Engineering

CMO-Starr says:
::watches as Sek inserts the wax, then uses the regenerator to fuse the bone in place::

CEO_Valia says:
::wakes up disoriented but leaves Sickbay, pushing away a medical officer::

CMO-Starr says:
<SEK>: Take over for a minute.

CMO-Starr says:
CEO: What is the problem here?

CEO_Valia says:
CMO: Nothing everything’s fine

CEO_Valia says:
CMO: Now if you will,  I've got a job to do.

CMO-Starr says:
CEO: Lay back down on that bed, and let me do a scan.

XO_Sea says:
Counselor: please find out as much information about the local residents see if they are mentally stable

CMO-Starr says:
CEO: That is an order, Valia.  This will just take a moment.

CEO_Valia says:
CMO: Really...I must go

CEO_Valia says:
::Lays on the bed::

Cns_Megan says:
XO: Aye, sir

CMO-Starr says:
::begins scans of the CEO::

XO_Sea says:
Counselor: use ship to ship communication if you have to

CSO_Pang says:
XO:  The forward projection of the starcharts suggest that the phenomenon has drawn us out of our timeline by about 300 years - that would match with the other ship out there .... varying times

CMO-Starr says:
::watches as the scans analyze her brain::

FCEdwards says:
::looking at the sensor logs to study the ship that abducted the Captain::

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: please continue

Cns_Megan says:
::picks up padd and starts cataloging the ships in the area::

CMO-Starr says:
CEO: There is a problem in this area of the brain.  What have you not reported to medical on this condition, Valia?

XO_Sea says:
::sits and listens::

FCEdwards says:
::trying to determine their mode of propulsion, weaponry and the like::

CSO_Pang says:
XO:  Well - I believe, if it has kidnapped others, it will be back .... and we could make contact ... I suggest broad beam hails on all frequencies ... they may not realize we are stuck here

CEO_Valia says:
CMO: Nothing, sir
.
FCEdwards says:
::looking for some sort of weakness..  to possibly use against them if the need arose::

CSO_Pang says:
XO:They may not even think we can communicate .. although, if they have the CO - he will be more than just a specimen I think

CEO_Valia says:
::sends mental message to Megan::  Whats going on?::

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: I agree, tie in the UT

CMO-Starr says:
::looks at CEO:: Valia, this condition can be serious, it is similar to narcolepsy.  If you should pass out when over the plasma thingy, we could lose you.

XO_Sea says:
Counselor: any recommendations?

CSO_Pang says:
XO:  And we should try to extend our scans beyond the usual parameters .... can I get back to implement?  The UT will be no problem

CMO-Starr says:
::hears Valia's message to Megan::

Cns_Megan says:
XO: ::shaking away a communications contact by the CEO:: Extreme caution, sir.....

CMO-Starr says:
CEo: You may not know this, but I am telepathic also.  Please answer my question.

XO_Sea says:
All: any more opinions?

CMO-Starr says:
CEO: Why haven't you informed medical of your condition?

Cns_Megan says:
XO: no sir, I'll get to work on checking the lifesigns on those ships then

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: we will recover the Captain, I'm not leaving him

CEO_Valia says:
CMO:I thought it was over it hadn’t happened for over a year now

CSO_Pang says:
XO: Just so you know ... I would take a shuttle out and stay here if you went back without him

CMO-Starr says:
raises her voice so Sek can hear her::<Sek>: How is the surgery doing, Sek?

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: agreed, All: dismissed

CMO-Starr says:
CEO: What is the name of your condition Valia.  Is it Pyschogenic shock?

FCEdwards says:
::trying to figure out how the alien ship left sensors::

XO_Sea says:
::stands::

CSO_Pang says:
::scoots back to the SCI console and starts work, linking in the UT to put out hails in all languages, all frequencies, all channels, basically saying .... we need to talk to you big alien ship::

Cns_Megan says:
::stands and returns to the bridge, goes to Science II::

CEO_Valia says:
CMO: I dont know sir they've never been able to find the problem on Vulcan

XO_Sea says:
::enters bridge:: Edwards: Report

CSO_Pang says:
FCO: If you are handling OPS - I need maximum power to the communication channels .... broadcasting all frequencies - in the hope that the alien ship with the CO will hear us

Cns_Megan says:
::brings up a chart of ships in the area::

FCEdwards says:
Sea : Nothing new Sir..  I've been studying the sensors logs...  nothing much there...   I'm trying to find some sort of weakness, but 300 years in the future - their may not be a weakness for us to use

XO_Sea says:
Kay Lee: slave resources as needed

CSO_Pang says:
XO: Will do ::does so::

FCEdwards says:
::nods to Lt. Cmdr. Pang and diverts power as needed::

CMO-Starr says:
Valia:  This condition is a common and benign form of acute vascular shock that can have either physical or emotional causes.  Stimuli such as pain, the sight of blood, or a strong emotion can trigger it.  What just happened in this case to cause this reaction?

CSO_Pang says:
::the comms go out - maximum power::

CEO_Valia says:
::raises an eyebrow::

XO_Sea says:
::looks out at other vessels, confident in the staff::

Cns_Megan says:
::crossreferences with Pang on the ships id's and species::

CEO_Valia says:
CMO:I was only working on the warp core

CMO-Starr says:
Valia: And?

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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